4th GRADE

Decoder wheel activity
AREA OF CONCENTRATION
MATERIALS

1. Self-esteem

Video: K.E.Y. Decoder Wheel

OUTCOMES

Decoder worksheet

SOCIAL & EMOT IONAL DEVELOPMEN T

Paper Fasteners

Define self-esteem, describe the effects of high

Scissors

and low self-esteem, and identify strategies to

Writing utensil

build self-esteem.
ACADEMIC DEVELOPEMENT

AIM
Students will be able to
evaluate their own
self-esteem levels and

4.R.1.B.b. using the context of the sentence to
determine the meaning of unfamiliar words or
multiple-meaning words (Also Common Core
L.4.4.A )

understand how their actions

ACTIVATION

affect their self-esteem.

Start this mission by introducing the idea of secret
codes. Talk about how secret agents use codes to
pass messages to other spies so only they can read

GOAL

them. The skills required to decode secret messages

Students will learn the effects

are similar to skills we use while reading to

of high and low self-esteem,

determine the meaning of unfamiliar words. If we

strategies to build

come across a word we don’t know we can use

self-esteem and how to use

context, or clues, of the surrounding words and

context clues to define new

sentences to figure out the meaning. Tell students

words.

they will now get to decode secret messages from
K.E.Y. HQ. Play the K.E.Y. Decoder Wheel Video.
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STATED OBJECTIVES
1. Students will learn the meaning of self-esteem and the effects of high and low
self-esteem.
2. Students will learn how to use context clues to determine the meaning of new
words.
3. Students will practice identifying actions that raise and lower self-esteem.
4. Students will build their decoder wheel, use it to decode words in sentences
about self-esteem, and use context clues to define the words.

MODELED PRACTiCE
ask students what makes them feel good about themselves. You might receive
responses like “winning a game” or “getting an A on a test.” Explain that feeling
good about yourself and your abilities is called self-esteem. Share with students
some effects of high self-esteem.

Having high self-esteem means you feel proud of what you can do, see the good
things about yourself, believe in yourself even if you don’t succeed, feel liked and
accepted, and accept yourself, even when you make mistakes.

Ask students to share some times when they felt bad about themselves. You might
receive responses like “losing a game” or “getting a low score on a test.” Explain
that low self-esteem causes you to feel bad about yourself. Share with students
some effects of low self-esteem.

Low self-esteem makes you feel unsure, think you can’t do things well, give up
easily, and not try because you are afraid to fail. It makes losing seem worse than it
is and mistakes seem bigger than they are. It makes it hard to get over things that
don't go your way.
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CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDiNG
Explain that self-esteem can go up and down based on events in our life. However,
there are strategies we can use to build our self-esteem so that it doesn’t get too
low when things don’t go well. Read the following actions. For each one, ask
students to raise one hand if they think that action would lower self-esteem and
two hands if they think that action would raise self-esteem.
Setting goals

Blaming yourself for your team’s loss

Solving a tough math problem

Giving up on a homework assignment

Trying something new

Not trying something new because it
looks hard

Practicing the things you are
good at

Quitting a club because your best
friend isn’t in it

GUIDED PRACTICE
Have students assemble their decoder wheels either independently or in groups.
Decode the first word on the worksheet as a class so students understand how to
use the wheel. Then, ask students what they think the definition is (#1 of section 2).
Remind them to use the context clues of the surrounding words and other
sentences and keep in mind what they have learned about self-esteem. Once you
receive the correct answer, ask students what clues helped them figure out the
definition.

INDEPENDENT PRACTiCE
Students will now complete the rest of the worksheet independently. If students are
struggling to use the decoder wheel, you may have them work in partners.
For a bonus activity, have students make their own key and write a secret word that
describes them.

CLOSURE
Once all the students have finished their worksheets, ask them what new
words they have learned, and what they can do to build their self-esteem.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Use the key at the beginning of each
sentence.
1. Find the letter of the key on the
outer circle of the decoder.
2. Find the number of the key on the
inner circle.
3. Spin the inner circle to match up the
letter and number. So, if the key is 8=A,
turn your small wheel to have the small
inside circle “8” align with the bigger
outside circle “A.”
If 8=A, then 9=S, and 10=D.
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Grade 4

DECODER MISSION
iNSTRUCTiONS:
To complete this mission, you will need to assemble your secret agent decoder wheel.
Use your decoder wheel to decode the missing words in the paragraph below.
Example

Key: 8=A

A G E N T
8 12 26 22 2

Key: 12=A
Self-esteem is the opinion you have of yourself and the value you place on
yourself. Self-esteem helps you by giving you the 1.

23 10 8 5 12 16 4

to try

new things. Kids with high self-esteem believe in themselves and know that good
things happen when they try their best and give 2.

1 12 22 9 1 8 1

effort.

Key: 3=L
Self-esteem also helps you when things don’t go your way. You can accept your mistakes and move on instead of being mad at yourself. You can 3.
23 13 7 13 3 19 20
your self-esteem by pitching in at home and doing nice things for your family. Making
a list 4.
the things you do well and practicing
23 13 22 6 14 18 8 18 9 25
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DECODER MISSION
Key: 20=K
them can also raise your self-esteem. Lastly, you can 5.

10 1 24 6 5 13 14 5

your self-esteem by spending time with the people you love. It will make you feel
good about yourself because it reminds you that you belong and are
6.

5 14 14 5 1 7 10 13 21

, or important.

iNSTRUCTiONS:
Using context, figure out the meaning of each decoded word and select the
correct definition.
1. Word #1 means
A. self-esteem

B. bravery

C. respect

D. context

C. highest amount

D. strong

B. weaken

C. create

D. strengthen

B. destroying

C. remembering

D. reading

B. ignore

C. make smaller

D. make greater

B. needed

C. not important

D. make greater

2. Word #2 means
A. lowest amount B. medium
3. Word #3 means
A. tear down
4. Word #4 means
A. writing about
5. Word #5 means
A. forget
6. Word #6 means
A. expensive
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DECODER MISSION
iNSTRUCTiONS:
Your mission is almost done! To complete it, answer the following multiple choice
questions.

1. You can figure out the meaning of new words by using
A. self-esteem

B. contacts

2. The opinion you have about yourself is
A. self-esteem
3. Kids with
things well.
A. high

B. contacts

C. respect

.
D. context

.
C. respect

D. context

self-esteem may not try because they don’t think they do
B. low

4.
self-esteem helps you when things don't go your way. It helps you
accept mistakes.
A. high

B. low
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decoder mission

answer key/discussion

AN SW E R KE Y
S E C T IO N 1
1. courage
2. maximum
3. develop
4. describing
5. increase
6. essential

S E CTI ON 3
1. D
2. A
4. B
6. A

S E C T IO N 2
1. B
2. C
3. D
4. A
5. D

D I SCUSS ION QUE STIONS
Following up this activity with a few discussion questions helps students solidify the
concepts and skills taught, especially when it is completed as an at-home lesson.
Do you feel like you have high, medium, or low self-esteem?
Can you think of a time that your self-esteem helped you overcome a disappointing
situation?
Can you think of a situation or event in the past that lowered your self-esteem?
EX: losing a game or not making a team
Can you think of a situation or event in the past that raised your self-esteem?
EX: winning a game or learning something new

